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THE CHOWRIl% MIHONOSEKI - NEiV OBSERVED FALL: Shinla M. cr.cl. 

all present as relicts, buried in the well-crystallized matrix. The chondrule-matrix boundaries are 

scarcely discernible in the granulated matrix. In the relict chondrules composed of barred and 

gmulated orthopyroxene and olivine crystals, the interstices between the phenocrysts are filled 

with well-developed, clear feldspar grains. Olivine grains show a slight undulose extinction and 

fractwed appearances, but the deformed texture of Mihonoseki seems to be low-graded in degree. 

Minerals: Olivine and orthopyroxene are the most abundant minerals both in the matrix 

and chondrule relicts. Ca-rich pyroxene are present rimming the orthopyroxene grains in the relict 

chondrule. Although Mihonoseki shows a highly recrystallized strucrute, a few grains of 

clinobronzite still remain in the matrix. Interstitial feldspar crystals are common in the matrix and 

chondrule relicts, and often enclose minute chromite and pyroxene grains. Main opaque minerals 

are metallic nickel-iron and troilite, and the metal phase appears more abundant than the sulfide. In 

both phases, shock-metamorphosed features such as Neumann structure and recrystalhation are 

not observed under the microscope. 

Rare gases: The results of measurements of rare gases are listed in following Tables: 

Table 1. rare gas concent~ations(l0-8cm3S'~~l~) and isotopic ratios of He, Ne and Ar. 

Table 2. Cosmic ray exposure ages(m.y.) and 40~-*Ar age(b.y.). 

3 ~ e  age* l ~ e  age* 3 8 ~ r  age** 4 0 ~ - 4 0 ~ ~  age*** 

59 61 63 4.4 1 
* Production rates by Eugster(1988) 
** ProductionratebySchultzetd.(1991). 
***: Concetntration of K was assumed to be 850ppm. 
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